Abstract. In recent years a unique drug delivery system named as the transdermal drug delivery system has been developed which can deliver drug particles to the human skin without using any external needle. The solid drug particles are accelerated by means of high speed gas flow through a shock tube imparting enough momentum so that particles can penetrate through the outer layer of the skin. Different systems have been tried and tested in order to make it more convenient for clinical use. One of them is the contoured shock tube system (CST). The contoured shock tube consists of a classical shock tube connected with a correctly expanded supersonic nozzle. A set of bursting membrane are placed upstream of the nozzle section which retains the drug particle as well as initiates the gas flow (act as a diaphragm in a shock tube). The key feature of the CST system is it can deliver particles with a controllable velocity and spatial distribution. The flow dynamics of the contoured shock tube is analyzed numerically using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). To validate the numerical approach pressure histories in different sections on the CST are compared with the experimental results. The key features of the flow field have been studied and analyzed in details. To investigate the performance of the CST system flow behavior through the shock tube under different operating conditions are also observed.
Introduction
Delivering drug to the human body is a very important part of medical science. With the advancement of the technology different systems have been established to do it properly. For the last few decades plastic syringe are widely used for this purpose. But in recent times transdermal drug delivery, a unique drug delivery system has been developed which delivers drug particle to the human skin without using any kind of external needle. The particles are accelerated by high speed gas flow to penetrate the outer layer of the skin and have a pharmaceutical effect.
The trandermal drug delivery system was pioneered by Sanford et al. who designed a system to deliver DNA coated metal particles into plant cells for genetic modification (1) . Later it was modified by Bellhouse et al for human treatment with particle accelerated by entrainment in a supersonic gas flow (1) . Recently, Kendall designed different systems and studied them both experimentally and numerically to make it more convenient for clinical use (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) . Convergent divergent supersonic nozzle (CDSN) is the first drug delivery system designed by Kendall et al (1) .
To analyze the performance of the device it has been studied numerically and experimentally (1, 2, 3) . Later it is modified and the contoured shock tube is designed.
The transdermal drug delivery offers lots of advantages over the conventional system. The whole process is painless and injury free. As there is no external needle, no sharp is exposed for contamination hazard. The delivering process is also very easy and 33 there is no need of any skilled operator.
To get the optimum effect of the delivered drug it is very important to deliver it into the desired layer of the skin. By controlling the particle velocity it is possible to do so by transdermal drug delivery system. It also offers exciting prospect for some unique treatments like DNA vaccination, anti-viral drug delivery which are difficult to execute with the conventional technology. As the drugs are delivered in powder form there is no need to store it in liquid form anymore. That makes storages and transportation much easier therefore making it less costly.
The performance of the contoured shock tube has been studied extensively (3, 4) . For proper delivery of drug particle it is important to deliver it with a uniform velocity and spatial distribution something which the previous devices failed to provide. But CST system seems to produce uniform velocity and also with spatial distribution. The impact of the microparticle to the human skin, porcine skin and canine mucosa are investigated along with the biological response (10, 11, 12) . This paper aims at analyzing the flow dynamics through a contoured shock tube as well as observing the behavior under different operating conditions. As it is very hard to do so experimentally, numerical approach is taken using computational fluid dynamics. The shock tube is used to allow the formation of the primary shock, the contact surface and also to increase the separation between the particle cloud and the primary shock. The divergent nozzle section is included to further accelerate helium to a correctly expanded supersonic exit condition. After a specific pressure difference is reached the diaphragm ruptures and a primary shock is formed which propagate through the shock tube. As the primary shock flows through the shock tube to the nozzle exit it creates a starting process followed by a quasi-steady supersonic flow (QSSF). In course of this processes particles are accelerated to the nozzle exit. Figure 2 shows the CST system under experimental and numerical study with the sensor locations for the static pressure measurement on the shock tube wall. A pre-filled gas chamber is considered instead of a micro-cylinder and the drug cassette is modeled by a 
Numerical Simulation

Governing Equations
The flow physics was mathematically modeled using unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Here R i is the net rate of production of species by chemical reaction and S i is the rate of creation by addition from the dispersed phase plus any user defined sources. The particle effect is not considered. Figure 3 shows the complete computational domain is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The pressure remains constant for some times then suddenly starts to decay. Initially the experimental pressure values are a bit higher than the numerical values. This discrepancy is because of 8) . The starting process is followed by a Quasi-steady supersonic flow (QSSF). The numerical result shows that the starting process starts a bit early than the experimental results.
Numerical Scheme Used
Computational Grid and Boundary Condition
This discrepancy is also because of not considering the helium micro-cylinder. Neglecting the particle effect also shows some effect as the numerical value looks to cross the experimental values just before the QSSF starts. The assumption of ideal diaphragm rupture may also have some effect. Fig. 8 and 9 . In Fig. 8 (a) the secondary shock is clearly seen as it demonstrates a sharp velocity drop. This is more clear in the Mach .
But no such kind of separation is seen in Fig. 8 For the three cases the initial pressure remains constant for some times and suddenly starts to decay.
The decay process seems to be quicker in the higher rupture pressure process. 
Conclusion
The flow phenomena through a contoured shock tube for needle-free drug delivery has been investigat- 
